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Greg: Hello everyone. This is Greg Colosi with Dry Cleaner Profits. Our 

monthly expert this month is my brother, Mark Colosi.  

 

 Mark, say hello to everybody.  

 

Mark: Hi everybody. Glad to be here.  

 

Greg: This is my little brother by 20 months. Just to give you a little history there 

are four Colosi boys and there‟s one sister. I was born; my brother Gary 

was born 10 months later, my brother Mark 20 months later and my 

brother Michael about 38 months later. We‟re all not too far apart.  

 

 Mark and I have been in several businesses together. Most recently I‟ve 

been on my own for the last 10 or 12 years and so has Mark. The 

businesses that Mark was involved with, he became a multi millionaire. 

Now he won‟t tell any of us how many millions. He built a big garage out 

of a big barn. He walks around the house. He does his lawn work. He runs 

around. He goes on these hunting trips. How many big hunting trips have 

you gone on this year? 

 

Mark: Four or five every year.  

 

Greg: And where did you go most recently? Where did you go this summer? Tell 

them.  

 

Mark: I went to Africa for three weeks.  

 

Greg: Three weeks in Africa. How was that? 

 

Mark: It was phenomenal. I recommend everybody do it.  

 

Greg: So my brother Mark does all the hunting trips. I go on about 8 or 10 golf 

trips a year so we‟re both passionate about something. Differently there 

but one thing we are both very passionate about is marketing with small 

businesses.  

 



 Now Mark, as you know, I‟ve been in the dry cleaning business for some 

time. I‟ve got a bunch of members out there now that I am teaching 

Emotional Direct Response marketing to. They need to hear it from more 

than just one person. They need to hear it from many on some of the ideas 

and things. Mark has done quite a few things that I have not. The venture 

he made all the millions on – you know those infomercials on TV.? How 

many years ago was that, Mark, you sold that?  

 

Mark:   Five years ago, Greg.  

 

Greg: About five years ago. That was his latest business and you had to be an 

expert at direct marketing or you just wouldn‟t make it. How long ago did 

you start in direct response marketing? Tell me who got you involved and 

who some of your mentors have been.  

 

Mark: It was 1991. I went to a Dan Kennedy – he called them his High End 

Marketing Boot Camp – where you pay $5,000 and you go for a weekend. 

You‟re in a room with a handful of other people and you‟re in there for 

like 18 hours a day just hashing out and learning everything you can about 

direct marketing that works. I say that because I went to college, I 

graduated in marketing. They really didn‟t talk about direct marketing and 

all the other stuff they taught us never really worked.  

  

 If you don‟t have a marketing background at all you‟re probably in a 

better  position than if you have a college taught marketing program 

because you‟re lucky you‟re not going to have to unlearn everything they 

taught you. Just implement these strategies and techniques that Greg has in 

his kit and you‟ll be off to the races.  

 

Greg: I think most of my members, Mark, do not have a marketing background. 

Like you said, it probably is an advantage because they can just take what 

you and I and the other experts say and put it to work without switching 

things around. I do get some members who switch things around. What do 

you think of this, Mark?  

 

 Seventeen different headlines were tested. We found a headline, started 

using it and it worked. Then we got a member who shows up and changes 

headline. What do you think of that? 

 

Mark: As crazy as it sounds, Greg, it‟s typical. People find something that works 

and they get bored with it and they change things around. That‟s really one 

of the keys to success is once you find something that works it pretty 

much is going to keep working over and over and over. You can‟t get 

bored with it. You just keep doing it.  

 

Greg: Didn‟t I read somewhere or maybe saw in a course there are some of these 



ads that have been in the backs of magazines for 30 or 40 years? The same 

exact ad? 

 

Mark: Definitely and that‟s one the keys. You know something works if you see 

it over and over and over because if it‟s not working hopefully the person 

is not going to keep wasting money on it. It‟s true. There are ads that have 

been working for 30, 40, 50 years.  

 

 Another thing is if an ad works here in the United States it usually will 

work in another country. People are people and if it works in one state 

here in the United States then it will work in another state. It doesn‟t 

matter. If it works it works.  

 

Greg: That brings up an interesting point. I get some people before they sign up 

with me say, “Hey, it‟s different here in California. It‟s different here in 

Miami. It‟s different here in New York.” What do you say to that? 

 

Mark: Everybody likes to think they‟re different but the fact of the matter is 

they‟re really not. People are people. We‟re all created and made up the 

same way. We have the same fears, same hopes, same everything in that 

category. If it works in Syracuse, New York it‟s going to work in Miami, 

Florida, it‟s going to work in Houston, Texas. It doesn‟t matter.  

 

Greg: Okay members. You heard that. Don‟t go switching around your 

headlines; don‟t do anything without prior approval. There might be a few 

things you might want to add and there are sections of the sales letters and 

the postcards where you can do that. There are crucial spots like the 

headline that you don‟t want to mess with at all.  

 

 Let‟s move on. I have a question for you. Maybe you can talk about image 

advertising versus direct response marketing. What is the difference? 

 

Mark: Let me tell you first what the difference is and then I‟ll tell you why 

everybody is trying to get you to do the wrong kind. In my opinion there is 

kind of a conspiracy theory going on that people should know about. The 

difference between the two is when you see an ad on the Super Bowl on 

TV. With McDonald‟s or Coke or Pepsi what they‟re trying to do is just 

capture that little space in your brain. Coca-Cola for example, they know 

that the average person has a little space in their brain for the type of cola 

they like and they‟re trying to just capture that space. They are just 

repeatedly trying to get their name in front of you. They do this through 

mass type advertising. As you know they have millions and millions of 

dollars to spend on this so they just keep doing it over and over and over, 

hopefully trying to get you to recognize their brand or switch to their 

brand.  

 



 The downside of it is there is really no real way to track what‟s working. 

Let‟s take a company like Coca-Cola. They might have TV. advertising, 

print advertising, radio advertising, internet advertising, billboards, store 

displays, word of mouth advertising. They can‟t really measure which one 

is doing the job so as a result they have to just keep spending the money 

on them all.  

 

 If you or I or any small business owner tried to do that, first we don‟t have 

deep enough pockets to do that kind of advertising. We will end up going 

broke before we get any results. On the other hand, direct response 

advertising is advertising that you deal directly with the customer. 

Because of that you know if the advertising is working or not. The beauty 

of it is you can start out small and do some tests and see if it‟s working. If 

it‟s working then you just roll it out in a bigger way so it is a minimal type 

risk and you know right away whether it‟s working or not because as a 

small business owner if you‟re spending a dollar on advertising you‟ve got 

to make sure that that‟s bringing in $3, $4, $5 in sales or you‟re not going 

to keep your doors open too long.  

 

 All that being said, if you went to an advertising agency in your local 

market – let‟s just take one of your members for an example, Greg. If one 

of your members went to an advertising agency and said, “I want you to 

do some advertising for me to get me some customers” the first thing 

they‟re going to ask you is what you‟re budget is. Believe me they will 

proceed to spend that budget really quickly. What they‟re going to try to 

do is convince you to do all these pretty brochures, pretty ads, all this stuff 

that they think customers really respond to. They‟re going to try to “build 

your image” because if they tried to do direct response marketing, first of 

all they don‟t understand it and it wouldn‟t work. As soon as you found 

out it didn‟t work you would fire them so what they try to do is get you 

hooked into this image advertising and then they keep telling you you‟ve 

got to keep spending more money, you‟ve got to keep building your name, 

you‟ve got to keep name recognition out there and eventually you will 

start getting customers.  

 

That‟s the trap that a lot of small business owners fall into. Instead of 

taking the marketing in their own hands they just hand it off to an 

advertising agency who just basically wants to suck as much money as 

they can off of them.  

 

Greg: So really what they‟re doing is they are stroking your ego. They‟re saying, 

“Look how beautiful these ads are.” You‟re smiling and you‟re proud of it 

because you can show your friends and your family, right? 

 

Mark: Yeah. This is a funny – well, it‟s not really funny but I think it‟s funny. 

There was a story about a guy who sat on a board of directors on one of 



the biggest banks. They were spending like $100 million dollars in 

advertising. The president got up at a board meeting and said, “We think 

about half our advertising doesn‟t work but we just don‟t know which half 

it is so we‟ve got to keep spending the $100 million dollars.”  

 

Greg: It‟s sad. It is sad. Now if you run a direct response ad to a good chunk. 

You run an ad in a newspaper, let‟s say. By the way, we don‟t do 

newspaper advertising as it is right now, members. Maybe later on but we 

haven‟t found anything that worked.  

 

 But if you ran an ad in the newspaper, a direct response ad, and you got 

nothing from it should you run that ad again? 

 

Mark: Nothing times two is nothing. If it doesn‟t pull the first time it is highly 

unlikely that it will pull again.  

 

Greg: So when the sales rep says, “Hey, leave it in there. It will work. People 

just have to start seeing it.” What do you say to the sales rep.  

 

Mark: No, I‟m paying for this. Let me back up and explain to everybody if they 

don‟t already know. A sales rep is just trying to get you to spend as much 

money as they can whether it‟s the yellow pages, newspapers, radio. They 

are trying to get you to spend as much money as you can because that‟s 

how they get paid, on commissions. Like in the yellow pages, “I want you 

to run a bigger ad instead of a smaller one.”  

 

 The other thing about sales reps is they don‟t really know anything about 

advertising. They weren‟t ever taught it or trained for it. Even if they were 

taught it in college, what they would offer you as suggestions would be 

pretty close to worthless.  

 

 If it doesn‟t work the first time, as a rule, it‟s not going to work. You will 

have to change, most likely, the headline. That is the first area to test 

because that is what pulls the reader into your ad.  

 

Greg: Explain what is direct response marketing? Give a quick little scenario on 

what exactly that is.  

 

Mark: Direct response marketing is you do some kind of advertisement and you 

get a direct response from the end consumer right away so you know if it‟s 

working or not.  

 

 One of the things you share with me that your members are doing is your 

bag drops. That is direct response marketing. You are getting the direct 

response right away. They know if it‟s working or not right away.  

 



Greg: For example, some of my members might drop in a neighborhood that is 

not good. I recommend if you don‟t know if a neighborhood is good or not 

– I mean, I give them signs to look out for like the basketball courts and 

the houses in the medium, they aren‟t on the low end, they‟re not on the 

high end – but if they drop in a neighborhood that they think might be 

good. They drop 50 or maybe 100 bags, I don‟t advise any more than that, 

and they get nothing they should move on to the next neighborhood, 

shouldn‟t they? They should get out of that neighborhood.  

 

Mark: Yes.  

 

Greg: What are the biggest mistakes that companies make in their advertising? 

 

Mark: We can go through this real quick. I have a list of the 12 Biggest Direct 

Mail Mistakes Made by Businesses. If you want I can email you over this 

hard copy, Greg, so you can get it out to your members if you want to. 

 

Greg:  Okay, great. It will be included with this CD everybody.  

 

Mark: Okay. Let‟s run through them real quick. Number one is “the offer looked 

like junk mail.” The first thing about half of your prospects do when they 

get home from work is they go through their mail. The mail is usually 

divided, either physically or mentally, into three piles. The A pile is letters 

that look important like personal letters and notices. The C pile is stuff the 

looks like junk mail and in most cases never gets opened. The B pile is 

everything in between. The C pile usually gets tossed, unopened. The A 

pile gets opened right away and the B pile gets opened after the A pile.  

 

 Your job as a direct marketer in direct mail is to make your envelope look 

like it‟s an A pile. The thing I like to say is you‟ve got to make it look like 

it‟s a letter coming from your grandmother. Those of us who are old 

enough remember our grandmothers used to send us a letter in a hand 

addressed envelope for our birthday and there might have been five bucks 

in it or something.  

 

 The first job is you have to make them open the envelope. You have to 

hand address it and put personalized stamps on it. You have to make it 

look like the opposite of all the other stuff, all the junk mail you get. So 

that‟s number one.  

 

 Number two is not having a headline or having a lousy headline on the 

actual letter or the offer.  

 

Greg: This could be a postcard also.  

 

Mark: Right. When you‟re doing these things you should probably spend about 



half your time developing the headline. The rule I like to do is I write a 

dozen to 15 headlines before I even settle in on which one I think is going 

to get the best response. Then I narrow it down and test.  

  

 The headline is so important. It grabs their attention and it pulls them in to 

what you have to say. We are so bombarded with advertising today that 

you really have to hit them over the head to get them to listen to your 

offer. A headline does that for you.  

 

Greg: When they look at this letter or this postcard they have to be able to 

determine pretty quickly whether they‟re going to read it or not. The 

headline is the thing on this that is going to determine this, correct? 

 

Mark: Yes. The headline is more important than anything. As you know, Greg, 

you don‟t want to have a pretty looking postcard, you don‟t want graphics, 

pictures, high gloss and all this other nonsense. Just a real good, knock 

them dead headline with a great, irresistible offer with some of the other 

stuff I‟m going to talk about right now.  

 

 The third one is lack of testimonials. What your current customers say 

about you is 10 to 20 times more believable than what you could ever 

possibly say about yourself. It gives you instant credibility. I‟m always the 

question, “How many should you use?”  As many as you can. As many as 

you can fit on what you‟re doing. Put them on everything you‟ve got.  

 

 Number four would be –  

 

Greg: Before you move on to that let me just put a little note in here.  

 

 Hey everybody. I show you how to get testimonials. I‟ve got a testimonial 

letter that you send out. You don‟t even have to call anybody, 

automatically you get testimonials. There are tons of you doing bag drops 

without testimonials on the order form like you are instructed to do. It‟s so 

easy to get testimonials.  

 

 As you just heard, it is 10 to 20 times more effective if you have 

testimonials. So go in your tool kit, look under „testimonials‟ and there is a 

nice letter in there on how to gather all the testimonials you need.  

  

 Thanks Mark. Number four. 

 

Mark: Before I get to number four, that just brought up another point, Greg. This 

direct marketing is kind of like a recipe in baking. You wouldn‟t pull a 

recipe out and then forget a couple of the ingredients and expect whatever 

you‟re baking to come out. Why would it be any different with direct 

marketing? If you leave out the testimonials or you leave out something 



else that we‟re going to talk about here you‟re not going to get the results 

you want. In a lot of cases it‟s the difference between very profitable and 

not profitable at all. You‟ve got to add all the ingredients if you want the 

right result.  

 

Greg: That is a very, very valid point everybody.  

 

Mark: Number four: no offer or a lousy offer. There is no way that someone is 

going to respond to a lousy offer or, worse yet, no offer at all. You‟d be 

surprised at some of the stuff that comes across my desk and probably 

your desk too, Greg. It doesn‟t have an offer in it. There‟s no reason to 

pick up the phone or get on the internet because they haven‟t given you 

anything or told you to do anything. Most advertising you see doesn‟t 

have an offer. Most yellow page ads don‟t have an offer. It‟s ridiculous 

but it‟s out there.  

 

Greg: Our offer, Mark, just so you know, is we‟re going to offer to the first 10 

people that call in your neighborhood you‟re going to get $10 worth of 

free dry cleaning, no strings attached. That‟s our offer. Believe it or not, 

Mark, we had tested it with $10, $20, $30, $40, $50, and $10 works better 

than any of them.  

 

 The only thing I could come up with with David Whitehurst, one of our 

first members, we brainstormed that $50 seemed to good to be true. Ten 

dollars sounds reasonable. I don‟t know why it works but it works so don‟t 

offer them anymore.  

 

Mark: Yeah, you‟re going to find in direct marketing that you‟ll pull your hair 

out trying to find out what works better than the other. I just never tend to 

dwell on it. I accept it as it works and just keep doing it. Just keep doing it.  

 

 Number five would be „no deadline or a wimpy deadline.‟ As you 

probably all know people are natural procrastinators unless you motivate 

them to respond right now they never do. The deadline is what makes 

them respond. It creates fear, fear of losing out on a particular offer or 

opportunity.  

  

 The rule is never give them more than a two week deadline because if you 

do you might as well just not do it. Over two weeks is just too far out 

there.  

 

Greg: How about our deadline, Mark. Is that considered a deadline, the first 10 

that call?  

 

Mark: Yes, it creates shortage. People want what they can‟t have so you have to 

put deadlines and limits on everything.  



 

 Number six is a big one. Most businesses focus on the business instead of 

what‟s in it for the customer if you‟re reading the ad. One thing everybody 

needs to understand is everybody is walking around and they‟re tuned in 

to their own little radio station and it‟s called WIIFM. What‟s In It For 

Me.  

 

 Repeatedly in all the traditional advertising you see, you open up the 

yellow pages and you see the business talks about how long they‟ve been 

in business, how big their selection is, how friendly their service is, “I‟m a 

certified cleaner in this and that”, family owned since 1922. Who freaking 

cares? No one. What‟s in it for the customer? That‟s what makes people 

respond. All that other stuff is just ego stroking. It doesn‟t do any good.  

 

Greg: You hear that everybody? You‟re just stroking your ego when you say that 

you are a master cleaner, you‟re that, you‟re this, you‟re certified. That‟s 

all a bunch of bullshit. The only thing that matters is what you are going to 

do for your customer. You have to figure that out. We figured it out and 

it‟s in the program.  

 

Mark: Number seven is the offer or the advertisement tries to accomplish 

multiple objectives. It should only have one objective. If it‟s to get them to 

call you, if it‟s to get them to send something in, get them to go to a 

website or whatever it is in the ad, the letter or the advertisement it should 

only ask them to do one thing. If you try to accomplish multiple objectives 

you end up accomplishing nothing.  

 

 You see these offers and they are so confusing even if you‟re a PhD rocket 

scientist you can‟t figure out what the heck to do. Keep it simple.  

 

 All of these are real important so I can‟t really say that one is more 

important than the other because they are all an ingredient. Number eight 

would be the lack of a guarantee or a wimpy guarantee. It‟s a pretty simple 

concept but it actually scares businesses to death. What I mean by that is 

people are afraid to have an iron clad, no strings attached guarantee 

because they are afraid people are going to take advantage of them.  

 

 I can tell you this from years of doing this that a strong guarantee will pull 

in more customers than you could ever possibly lose from having the 

guarantee. In fact, Greg, remember years ago when we had that double 

your money back guarantee on the seminars? 

 

Mark:                         Yes.  

Greg:                          How many people took us up on that? 



Mark: Nobody.  

 

Greg: We used it for like two years and probably told like 30,000 people and one 

guy wanted his money back because he forgot he already went to the 

seminar. He didn‟t even want double his money back he just wanted his 

money back.  

 

 Use the strongest guarantee you can and it will pull in more sales. There 

may be a few people who will try to take advantage of you but it‟s nothing 

compared to the amount of sales you‟re going to get by the new one. If 

you don‟t feel good about giving a strong guarantee you had better fix 

what you‟re selling or get out of the business.  

 

Greg: Obviously you don‟t believe in what you‟re doing if you can‟t have a 

strong guarantee. You know we have a $5 broken button guarantee. I‟ve 

always had that and when my new members see it they die of a heart 

attack. “I can‟t offer that.” I said, “Why can‟t you?” “Well what if we miss 

a broken button?” “Then it‟s up to you to make sure that there is no 

broken button.” This guarantee is more for you than it is for the customer 

because you shouldn‟t have broken buttons. When they see that guarantee 

they‟re confident that you‟re not going to shell out a lot of $5 so they‟re 

going to do business with you.    

 

Mark: Yes, that‟s exactly the way you have to think in all aspects.  

 

 Number nine is failure to tell a story. Customer and prospects like a story. 

They want to hear why you‟re making the offer you are making. It gives 

the ad credibility. They will believe you and they will respond better.  

 

 There was a study done. When people use the word „because‟ – there was 

a study done with people just asking for money on the street. One guy 

would go up and say, “Could you loan me $5?” That was it. Then another 

guy would go up and say, “Could you loan me $5 because…” and then he 

gave some reason and almost everybody gave him the money.  

 

 There was another study done. There was a guy standing in line and he 

said, “Can I get in front of you because I‟m in a hurry and I need to get 

home because my daughter is home from school.” 

 

 You have to give people the story of why you‟re running an ad. There are 

a lot of creative ways to build a story. You can use all the holidays, you 

can use any event that has happened in your life as to why you‟re doing 

this. Why are making this offer right now? Because it‟s four weeks before 

Christmas. You can just come up with the story and they will respond 

better. 

 



Greg: You know I don‟t do enough of that. I‟m glad you brought that up. There 

are a few areas where I can make some changes for all of my members. 

 

Mark: Good deal. Number ten is people try to make their stuff cute and it just 

doesn‟t respond well. The reason it‟s cute is because advertising agencies 

try to make stuff cute because they try to be clever because that‟s what 

wins the advertising awards. They like to win awards because they can go 

to their other clients and say, “Look we won this award. We want you as a 

new client.” Stay away from all that cute stuff. It doesn‟t work.  

 

 Number eleven would be failure to use premiums. You bag drop I would 

classify as a premium because it is totally different than what everybody 

else does and it gets people‟s attention.  

 

Greg: Yeah, we‟re giving them something right off the bat.  

 

Mark: The whole law of reciprocation comes in there and they feel more 

obligated to do business with you.  

 

 The last one would be sequence. What I mean by that is let‟s say you send 

a letter out to a prospect and they don‟t respond the first time. Unlike print 

advertising what may have happened is that they had an intention to 

respond but their life got in the way and they procrastinated and they put it 

aside and it never happened.  

 

 As a general rule, let‟s say you did a mailing of a hundred. If you get no 

responses it‟s not working. Abandon it or try a different headline. If you 

get five responses or 5%, if you do the same mailing to the same hundred 

people minus the 5% that already responded and if you mail them the 

second and third time they will get you another 5%. By mailing those 

hundred people three times you will get 10% response or 100 times more 

than if you mailed them just once and got a 50%.  

 

 So that‟s it. Those are the 12 Biggest Direct Mail Mistakes made by 

businesses.  

 

Greg: Okay everybody. You heard it directly from the mouth of a multi 

millionaire, my brother Mark. He has used all these techniques since 1991 

to build a fortune and still uses them today. These are the kinds of 

techniques and ideas that I teach with you also.  

 

 You all know that you‟ve gotten more response, more customers, let‟s put 

it that way, than you‟ve ever gotten using anything else but the Colosi 

system. I just had one of my member‟s email me today and he said, “Greg, 

I‟ve been in the business for 40 years and nothing like this has come along 

in the last 30 years that has worked so incredibly well.” 



 

 So you all heard it from the horse‟s mouth, my brother Mark.  

 

 Mark thanks for coming on today. 

 

Mark: You‟re welcome. 

 

Greg:  And Mark is going to email me over the 12 – what do you call it? 

 

Mark: 12 Biggest Direct Mail Mistakes Made by Businesses.  

 

Greg: Okay and you all get that. Thanks everybody and I‟ll talk to you again 

next month. Bye.  

 

Mark: Bye everybody.  

 


